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ABSTRACT
We study fairness ideals in distribution systems where inventory is allocated to multiple
retailers and there is supply–demand mismatch. In particular, we focus on (a) what is
considered fair inventory allocation by retailers (e.g., equal profit, same fill rate, equal
share of supply–demand mismatch?) and (b) how the supply chain context affects fair-
ness perceptions. We consider an integrated supply chain setting where total inventory
is allocated at the retail level and retailers may face either shortage or surplus, and a
disintegrated supply chain where retailers may face supply scarcity when total demand
exceeds available inventory. Our experimental data suggest that subjects, taking on the
role of retailers in the same supply chain, are often motivated by fairness consider-
ations: they claim for themselves inventory that is not exactly equal to their needs in
more than one-third of the instances. Across settings, “fair” allocations depend on retail
demands rather than on profit comparisons, even when these are facilitated by a deci-
sion support tool. However, in cases of surplus, the most prevalent fairness ideal is
that of equal split of inventory–demand mismatch, while in cases of shortage, the most
prevalent fairness ideal is that of equal fill rates. Follow-up experiments suggest that
retailers under both cases of shortage and surplus are more likely to evaluate an alloca-
tion as fair when it is based on realized demands, and this is independent of whether it
was determined by a rule or a human decision maker.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Concerns for fairness affect decisions in a variety of busi-
ness contexts, ranging from simple decisions in economic
games such as the ultimatum and dictator games (for a recent
review, see, e.g., Cooper & Kagel, 2016) to pricing decisions
in distribution channels (Cui & Mallucci, 2016; Ho et al.,
2014) and contract design and performance (Katok & Pavlov,
2013; Katok et al., 2014). In resource allocation problems,
the importance of fairness has been recognized in a variety
of settings, ranging from engineering applications in com-
munication networks to financial applications. For example,
Bertsimas et al. (2011) study the price of fairness, that is, the
relative efficiency loss compared to the allocation that maxi-
mizes system utility, adopting two axiomatic notions of fair-
ness. But what is perceived as a fair outcome depends on the
specific context (Cooper & Kagel, 2016) and is ultimately an
empirical question (Fehr & Schmidt, 1999). The aim of this
article is to explore what is considered fair inventory alloca-
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tion among retailers when supply is different than demand.
Understanding what drives fairness perceptions, we can ulti-
mately derive implications about how to incorporate fairness
in the design of allocation policies.

While strictly prioritizing customers based on importance
(e.g., own channel) or profitability criteria (e.g., profit mar-
gin) could maximize short-term profits, the perceived fairness
of the allocation policy may affect a company’s reputation
and long-term supply chain relationships. For example, Apple
was blamed by independent retailers for prioritizing its own
sales channels at the expense of autonomous channels (Wing-
field, 2004). Procedural and distributive justice of a supplier’s
policies has been shown to affect customers’ long-term ori-
entation and relational behaviors such as flexibility and infor-
mation sharing (Griffith et al., 2006) and ultimately relation-
ship performance (Liu et al., 2012).

Hence companies, for commercial or other reasons (e.g.,
cultural, legal), often choose to treat their supply chain part-
ners equally, by employing a variety of “fair” allocations
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986 FAIRNESS IDEALS IN INVENTORY ALLOCATION

policies such as uniform allocation of available capac-
ity/inventory, or giving customers the same fraction of the
ordered volume. For example, many Japanese companies
in the aftermath of the Fukushima nuclear disaster in 2011
gave their customers the same fraction of their orders, while
Intel, being a large supplier in the PC industry who regularly
deals with supply–demand mismatches, uses a similarly fair
approach by employing a uniform policy (Sheffi, 2020). But
what is considered as a fair deal when a common resource, for
example, inventory, is allocated among multiple customers,
for example, retailers? Does the supply chain context (inte-
grated vs. disintegrated system) or the type of supply–demand
mismatch (shortage vs. surplus) affect what is perceived as a
fair allocation by the retailers?

In the behavioral economics literature, “inequity aversion”
models have been proposed to capture the idea of fairness,
based on the notion that people dislike receiving a payoff that
is lower (Bolton, 1991) or different (Fehr & Schmidt, 1999)
from that of the others, or that in general their utility depends
on their absolute payoff as well as their relative share of the
total payoff (Bolton & Ockenfels, 2000). In more complex
situations that involve “production”, for example, a distribu-
tion channel where price is endogenous, additional fairness
ideals have been explored, such as strict egalitarianism, lib-
eral egalitarianism, libertarianism (Cappelen et al., 2007), and
the sequence-aligned ideal (Cui & Mallucci, 2016). However,
the reference outcome, or in other words the fairness ideal, in
supply chain settings where a common resource (e.g., inven-
tory or capacity) is shared across multiple retailers is poorly
understood.1 Allocation mechanisms commonly used in prac-
tice and studied in the literature prioritize retailers differently
when there is either inventory shortage or surplus (Cachon &
Lariviere, 1999b; Spiliotopoulou et al., 2019). Understand-
ing the drivers of perceived fairness in inventory allocation
has direct implications for the design of more “fair” alloca-
tion mechanisms.

We experimentally study fairness ideals when there is
supply–demand mismatch. To understand how the context
may affect fairness considerations, we consider two settings
that differ in the level of supply chain integration and hence
the type of supply–demand mismatch that retailers may face
(shortage/surplus or shortage only). First, we look at an inte-
grated distribution system where multiple retailers are ser-
viced from a common pool of inventory and total inventory
is allocated at the retail level (as in Spiliotopoulou et al.
(2016)). This captures the dynamics of integrated systems2

where total cost (both underage and overage) is distributed
among retailer locations (Fiestras-Janeiro et al., 2011; Özen
et al., 2012) and may represent the case of a vertically inte-
grated firm or a pooling coalition (e.g., retailers coordinate
their orders and are replenished from common warehouses)

1 In our setting, the common resource is fixed (similar to the ultimatum or dictator games
across peers) but total profit may depend on the allocation decision, if retailers have
different profit margins, leading to efficiency losses. On the other hand, there is no
“production” preceding the distribution phase, as in the class of economic games where
fairness ideals have been previously explored (see, e.g., Cappelen et al., 2007).
2 We note that an integrated setting does not necessarily imply centralized control.

(Özen et al., 2008). This setting allows us to study fairness
considerations both when demand exceeds supply (shortage)
and when supply exceeds demand (surplus). Next, we con-
sider a disintegrated setting where multiple retailers buy from
the same supplier. In this setting, we only focus on the short-
age case, where inventory is rationed among retailers when
the total demand from the retailers exceeds available supply
(Cachon & Lariviere, 1999b). When available supply exceeds
total demand, that is, there is surplus at the supplier, the allo-
cation of inventory is not relevant as the retailers can each
receive the exact amount they order. Thus, unlike the inte-
grated setting, the surplus for the supplier does not have any
implications for the retailers.

We employ an allocation game where, similar to Cappelen
et al. (2007), participants have a stake in the outcome. Partici-
pants take on the role of a retailer and propose how inventory
shall be split between themselves and another retailer, who
is serviced from the same inventory. While in practice a sup-
plier or a central decision maker would make the allocation
decision, this experimental setup allows us to directly esti-
mate the fairness ideals of retailers being part of a distribution
system (i.e., what drives the perception of a “fair” outcome
for those experiencing the allocation policy), and at the same
time to determine the importance they attach to fairness (in
relation to the motivation of self-interest). Participants must
make a trade-off between own profit and fairness consider-
ations, and their choices allow us to explore the drivers of
“fair” allocations and estimate the prevalence of fairness ide-
als under different scenarios. In a follow-up experiment, to
validate the drivers of perceived fairness, retailers are asked
to evaluate the fairness of allocations that are externally deter-
mined (either by a predetermined allocation rule or a human
decision maker).

Our results show that fairness considerations play a role
in the allocations proposed, with participants proposing an
own inventory allocation that is not exactly equal to their
demand in more than one-third of the instances. Across both
settings, we find that what is perceived as a fair inventory
split between retailers is primarily based on realized mar-
ket demands, rather than on total profit comparisons. While
there is heterogeneity in fairness ideals, in the context of sur-
plus the most prevalent fairness ideal is that of equal split of
excess inventory, while in the context of supply scarcity the
most prevalent ideal is that of equal fill rates. Across all set-
tings, only one-fourth of the participants propose allocations
in line with the ideal of equal inventories. Our results suggest
that independent of the specific supply chain context, com-
panies/decision makers who want to treat their supply chain
partners fairly shall base their allocation decisions on the size
of their customer needs, applying a proportional allocation
policy in times of scarcity and an equal split of excess inven-
tory in cases of surplus (if this is shared at the retail level).
An allocation appealing most to the fairness ideal of a retailer
does not necessarily mean that other allocations are consid-
ered unfair. Our experimental results show that when retail-
ers evaluate allocations, those based on the proportional and
the linear rules are more often considered fair (compared to
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SPILIOTOPOULOU AND CONTE 987

uniform or max–min profit allocations) under both cases of
shortage and surplus. This implies that, independent of the
type of supply–demand mismatch, retailers are more likely
to perceive an allocation policy fair when it is responsive to
retail demands.

We contribute to the behavioral operations literature by
exploring ideals of fairness in common distribution settings,
and establishing the drivers of fairness perceptions. In an
era of the increasing importance of multiple sales channels
and more integrated fulfillment methods (e.g., omnichannel
strategies), sound theoretical understanding of the drivers of
fairness perceptions must inform managerial practice regard-
ing inventory allocation policies (e.g., evaluation of a sup-
plier’s own rationing practices, choice of (cost) allocation
policies in an integrated distribution setting). We also con-
tribute to the experimental economics literature by identify-
ing that (random) “pre-selection” of a participant to make a
proposal that will be implemented influences fair choice in
the context of inventory allocation.

The rest of the article is organized as follows. Sec-
tion 2 reviews the literature on fairness and its implica-
tions, focusing on the context of operations/supply chain.
Section 3 presents our theoretical model of fairness and
the definition of plausible fairness ideals in the context of
inventory allocation. Section 4 describes the experimental
design, and Section 5 summarizes and discusses the empir-
ical findings. Section 6 presents the follow-up experiment
and its implications for supply chain management. Section 7
concludes.

2 LITERATURE REVIEW

During the last decades, there has been a large body of evi-
dence, mainly within the experimental economics and psy-
chology literature, that people are strongly motivated by
other-regarding preferences, such as concerns for fairness
and reciprocity, and this has an important impact in many
economic and business contexts (Camerer, 2011; Fehr &
Schmidt, 2006). For recent reviews, the reader is referred to
Cooper and Kagel (2016) and Bolton and Chen (2018). We
focus our discussion here on the literature regarding (a) fair-
ness ideals, and (b) fairness considerations in a supply chain
context. Last, we review the literature on behavioral issues in
allocation settings, the context of our study.

In the most popular models of social preferences, that of
Fehr and Schmidt (1999) and Bolton and Ockenfels (2000),
people care about their own income but also about the dis-
tribution of payoffs. An equal split of payoffs is usually
assumed as the fair outcome and aversion to differences is the
driving force of preferences. While in simple economic situ-
ations, such as the ultimatum or the dictator game, an equal
distribution of the total fixed payoff is undisputedly consid-
ered as fair, in more complex situations what is fair may not
be that straightforward. Cappelen et al. (2007) study fairness
ideals in a situation that involves production, and estimate the
prevalence in the population of three principles of distributive

fairness: egalitarianism (norm of strict equality), libertarian-
ism (each person shall get what s/he produces), and liberal
egalitarianism (people should be held responsible only for
the factors under their control, i.e., their choices). They use
a dictator game where the distribution phase is preceded by a
production phase and find that while the majority of the pop-
ulation are strict egalitarians, there is considerable pluralism
in the fairness ideals. More recently, Cui and Mallucci (2016)
study what is considered a fair deal in a manufacturer–retailer
setting, where players first invest to increase demand and then
set prices sequentially. They propose another fairness ideal,
the “sequence-aligned” ideal, which suggests that the fair
channel profit split is in line with the exogenously determined
game structure. Charness and Rabin (2002) argue that con-
cerns for efficiency (total payoff of the group) and the payoffs
for the least well off players in the group (maximin prefer-
ences) are the key factors underlying outcome-based prefer-
ences. Next to outcome-based preferences, concerns of proce-
dural fairness (Bolton et al., 2005) and of intentions (Blount,
1995) may also affect preferences. We focus on outcome-
based preferences and explore additional fairness ideals when
a common resource (i.e., inventory) is allocated among retail-
ers that have different needs (i.e., local demands).

Within the supply chain domain, the majority of the cur-
rent literature studies analytically and experimentally the role
of fairness in pricing games in distribution channels. Cui
et al. (2007) consider a manufacturer–retailer monopoly set-
ting, and show analytically that when supply chain partners
care about fairness, defined as inequality in payoffs, a sim-
ple wholesale price can mitigate double marginalization and
coordinate the channel. Katok et al. (2014) extend the anal-
ysis to the case where supply chain partners’ fairness con-
cerns are private information. They provide theoretical and
experimental evidence that when fairness concerns are mild,
channel efficiency is lower under incomplete information. In
a similar dyadic channel, Katok and Pavlov (2013) experi-
mentally show that inequality aversion, next to incomplete
information, are the main reasons for channel inefficiency.
Ho et al. (2014) extend the model to a setting with multiple
retailers, and study the impact of distributional versus peer-
induced fairness. They find that, similar to Ho and Su (2009),
peer-induced fairness is more salient than distributional fair-
ness. More recently, Cui and Mallucci (2016) show that in a
more complex pricing game that involves prior investments in
developing demand, concerns for fairness are strong and sig-
nificantly affect channel pricing decisions. We look instead
at the case of multiple retailers who are serviced from the
same pool of inventory, and explore what is considered a fair
allocation after local demands are known. We estimate the
prevalence of various ideals, and show that the supply chain
context may affect fairness perceptions.

While the topic of capacity allocation is well-studied in the
analytical supply chain literature (see, e.g., Cachon & Lar-
iviere, 1999a, 1999b; Hall & Liu, 2010), behavioral issues
in such contexts only recently started being explored. When
several retailers compete for limited capacity, a broad class
of allocation mechanisms incentivize retailers to order more
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988 FAIRNESS IDEALS IN INVENTORY ALLOCATION

than needed to secure a higher allocation. However, recent
experimental evidence suggests that strategic ordering (i.e.,
order inflation) may not be as severe as the standard theory
(Nash equilibrium) predicts (Chen et al., 2012; Chen & Zhao,
2015). To explain the observed ordering behavior, Chen et al.
(2012) propose a model of bounded rationality, based on the
quantal response equilibrium, while Cui and Zhang (2018)
propose a cognitive hierarchy model where decision makers
engage in different levels of strategic thinking. These papers
consider proportional allocation of scarce capacity based on
received orders. Pekgün et al. (2019) consider instead an allo-
cation rule that is based on past forecast accuracy, and find
that this policy significantly reduces forecast inflation. While
prior work focuses on the impact of a given allocation pol-
icy on retailers’ strategic ordering, we ask subjects to freely
propose an inventory allocation, always based on realized
demands (and not orders). Hence, we abstract from the issue
of strategic ordering, and explore instead fairness perceptions
in such an allocation context.

3 THEORY

Consider two retailers that trade a common product and
are replenished from a single warehouse. Total inventory
in the warehouse is set before the selling season, under
demand uncertainty. During the selling season and after retail
demands are known, inventory is allocated to the two retail-
ers.3

3.1 Standard economic incentives

We first consider retailers’ economic incentives. We denote
by Q total inventory and by qi the quantity retailer i receives.
Let di be the local demand of retailer i, pi be the market price,
and ci the cost for each unit allocated to retailer i (i = 1, 2).
Retailer i’s profit is

𝜋i(di, qi) = pi min[di, qi] − ciqi

= 𝜋0
i − cu

i (di − qi)
+ − co

i (qi − di)
+,

(1)

where 𝜋0
i = (pi − ci)di is the maximum potential profit,

cu
i = (pi − ci) denotes the per unit cost of understocking, and

co
i = ci is the per unit cost of overstocking. The allocated

quantity that maximizes 𝜋i(di, qi) is simply qi = di. In other
words, retailer i enjoys maximum profit when s/he receives
inventory quantity that exactly matches her/his demand. For
every unit above this quantity, her/his profit decreases by co

i ,
and for every unit below this quantity her/his profit decreases
by cu

i .

3 While in practice there may be some remaining demand uncertainty when inventory
allocation takes place, in line with prior behavioral research, we assume for simplicity
that local demands are known (see, e.g., Cui & Zhang, 2018).

3.2 Behavioral model with fairness

Next to people’s desire for income, we assume that individ-
uals are also motivated by a desire for fairness. Following
Cappelen et al. (2007), the utility of retailer i is modeled as

Vi(q; d) = 𝛾 𝜋i(qi, di) − 𝛽i
[𝜋i(qi, di) − mi(d)]2

2𝜋0
i (di)

, (2)

where mi(d) represents the equitable payoff for a fair-minded
firm i, given d, which denotes the vector of demand. The util-
ity function of retailer i has two components. The first com-
ponent is associated to (and increasing in) i’s income; the sec-
ond accounts for the retailer’s fairness considerations. It rep-
resents the marginal disutility of deviating from her/his fair-
ness ideal, which is quadratically increasing in the difference
between retailer i’s profit and the profit s/he considers fair,
mi(d) (as in Bolton and Ockenfels (2000)), divided by twice
retailer i’s maximum potential profit, 𝜋0

i (di).
4 The parameters

𝛾 > 0 and 𝛽i ≥ 0 represent the relative importance retailer i
places on these two components.5 Given an interior solution,
the profit that maximizes retailer i’s utility satisfies

𝜋∗i = mi(d) + 𝜃i𝜋
0
i (di), (3)

where 𝜃i =
𝛾

𝛽i
. The optimal profit for retailer i depends on

the fairness ideal and on the maximum potential profit via
the parameter 𝜃i, known as “selfishness coefficient.” The lat-
ter term in Equation (3) is referred to as retailer i’s “selfish-
ness premium,” which is the amount of profit exceeding the
ideally-fair profit that the retailer is willing to earn (see Conte
& Moffatt, 2014). If 𝛽i →∞, retailer i suffers enormously
from even a small deviation from the ideally-fair profit, so
that 𝜃i → 0 and 𝜋∗i tends to coincide with i’s ideally-fair
profit mi(d). Differently, if i has no concern for fairness so
that 𝛽i → 0, then 𝜃i →∞ and i tends to collect as much as
s/he can. For every fairness ideal and pair of demand real-
izations (di, dj), there is an inventory allocation (qi, qj) that
corresponds to the equitable payoff for firm i, that is, mi(d).
In the next section, we explore fairness ideals in this setting.

3.3 Fairness ideals in inventory allocation

Motivated by (a) prior literature about fairness ideals, and (b)
common allocation rules studied in the context of inventory
allocation, we define possible fairness ideals in our setting.
According to the fairness ideal of strict egalitarianism, that
is, the social norm of strict equality (Cappelen et al., 2007),
retailers should enjoy the same profit. However, in our setting,

4 Cappelen et al. (2007) use in the denominator the total profit to be split between par-
ticipants that effectively represents the maximum amount a participant may get, which
is 𝜋0

i (di) in our setting.
5 Consider that profit and fairness are measured in two different units, and that 𝛾 can be
interpreted as an exchange rate which converts profit into units of fairness.
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SPILIOTOPOULOU AND CONTE 989

a retailer’s maximum profit depends on her/his demand and
profit margin. Hence, in the setting of inventory allocation
to retailers that have different demand realizations and pos-
sibly different profit margins, an inventory split that equates
retailers’ profits may not exist. We therefore turn our atten-
tion to the ideal of “max–min” fairness, a commonly used
notion of fairness in resource allocation settings (Bertsimas
et al., 2011). Intuitively, “max–min” fairness maximizes the
minimum profit that both players achieve. For example, in
case of shortage it would prioritize the retailer with the lowest
demand and profit margin, reducing the difference between
retailers’ profits without wasting inventory. The fair payoff
suggested by this ideal is

mMMF
i (d) = 𝜋i

(
qMMF

i

)
where qMMF

i := arg max
(qi,qj)

min[(𝜋i(qi, di), 𝜋j(qj, dj)], (4)

where qi + qj = Q in an integrated supply chain, while qi +

qj ≤ Q and qi ≤ di, qj ≤ dj in a disintegrated supply chain. In
other words, in the former case total inventory is split between
retailers, even when total retail demand is smaller than total
inventory, while in the latter case there may be leftover inven-
tory at the warehouse (retailers do not receive more than their
demand).

Next, we look at how inventory is allocated based on rules
commonly employed in practice and studied in the literature
(Cachon & Lariviere, 1999b; Spiliotopoulou et al., 2019), and
what notion of allocation fairness they may imply. In an inte-
grated system, these allocation rules are applied when there is
either inventory shortage or surplus. In a disintegrated supply
chain, these are relevant only for the case of supply shortage.
In case of sufficient supply, each retailer can simply receive
an inventory quantity that equals her/his demand (profit maxi-
mizing quantity). Under both settings, all allocation rules that
we consider ensure that there is no wastage, that is, there
are no unsold units when total demand is equal to or higher
than inventory, and there is no unsatisfied demand when total
demand is lower than inventory (Spiliotopoulou et al., 2019).
However, they prioritize retailers in different ways in case of
shortage or surplus, and therefore may appeal to different fair-
ness ideals that retailers have.

We start with the rule that is perhaps the most intuitive
and widely applied in practice, the proportional allocation
(Cachon & Lariviere, 1999b; Cui & Zhang, 2018). It ensures
that all retailers enjoy the same fill rate, as inventory is allo-
cated to retailers in proportion to their demands. The equi-
table payoff when a decision maker considers as fair that
retailers enjoy the same service level, defined as demand fill
rate, is

mPA
i (d) = 𝜋i

(
qPA

i

)
where qPA

i =
di

di + dj
Q. (5)

Another allocation rule, common in the literature, is the
linear (Cachon & Lariviere, 1999b, 1999c). Under the linear
rule, any shortage (or extra inventory in an integrated system)

is divided equally among the retailers if this is feasible (i.e.,
it does not result in a negative allocated quantity). It ensures
an equal split of demand–inventory mismatch. The equitable
payoff when an equal split of mismatch is desired is

mLA
i (d) = 𝜋0

i − cu
i

(D − Q)+

2
− co

i

(Q − D)+

2
, (6)

where D denotes total demand, that is, D = di + dj.
Last, we consider the fairness ideal that the uniform allo-

cation suggests. Under the uniform allocation rule (Cachon
& Lariviere, 1999b; Liu, 2012), both retailers simply get
equal quantities, as long as this allocation does not exceed
(falls below) their demand when there is shortage (surplus),
to avoid wastage of units. In the special cases where both
retail demands are above (below) half of the inventory in case
of shortage (surplus) the uniform rule simply prescribes an
equal split of inventory.6 In these cases, the implied equitable
payoff is

mUA
i (d) = pi min

[
di,

Q
2

]
− ci

Q
2
. (7)

Each fairness ideal defined in this section suggests a dif-
ferent equitable payoff, corresponding to a different inven-
tory allocation for a pair of retail demand realizations. We
will proceed to explore the prevalence of these fairness ide-
als in the context of inventory allocation under two supply
chain settings: an integrated distribution system where total
inventory is split at the retail level (retailers assume both
the underage and overage costs), and a disintegrated system
where available inventory may be rationed among the retail-
ers due to supply shortage (retailers only experience underage
costs).

4 EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN AND
PROCEDURES

Two retailers are serviced from a single warehouse with
given inventory (exogenous) that is allocated between them
once local demands are known (retail demands are randomly
drawn from a distribution). Participants take on the role of
a retailer and upon observing both retail demands propose an
allocation of the available inventory. One of the two proposals
is selected at random and implemented (i.e., determines the
final outcome). Subjects only observe the implemented pro-
posal. While in practice allocation decisions would be made
by the supplier or the warehouse manager, in our experiment
participants take on the role of a retailer and also make allo-
cation decisions, to ensure that decision makers have a stake
in the outcome. This is in line with the goal of the article
to elicit fairness ideals of retailers that are part of a distribu-
tion system, which in turn can inform the design of alloca-

6 For a complete characterization of the uniform allocation under all possible cases of
demand realization, the reader is referred to Spiliotopoulou et al. (2019).
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990 FAIRNESS IDEALS IN INVENTORY ALLOCATION

TA B L E 1 Experimental design: main treatments

Profit margin

Same Different

(p = 2, c = 1) (pH = 4, pL = 2, c = 1)

Integrated SC 20 subjects 28 subjects

Disintegrated SC 20 subjects 16 subjects

tion policies. Our experimental setup is similar in design to
the dictator game, which is popular in the experimental eco-
nomics literature to study fairness (Cooper & Kagel, 2016)
and elicit fairness ideals (Cappelen et al., 2007).

We conducted two sets of controlled laboratory experi-
ments. In the first set of experiments, we capture the dynam-
ics of an integrated supply chain (SC) where total inventory
costs are assigned at the retail level. Demand realizations
may result in inventory shortage (total demand is larger than
total inventory) or surplus (total demand is lower than total
inventory) and total inventory has to be split between the two
retailers. Hence, retailers may face either underage or overage
costs. In the second set of experiments, we look at a disinte-
grated SC where inventory is rationed among retailers when
supply is insufficient to satisfy total demand. Total demand
is at least as large as total inventory, since allocation is not
relevant when supply exceeds demand in a disintegrated sys-
tem (then each retailer can simply receive inventory quantity
to satisfy its local demand). Retailers may only face shortage
(underage costs) and no retailer receives (involuntarily) more
than their demand.7

To distinguish whether allocation decisions are driven by
how profits between individuals compare (e.g., consistent
with the max–min fairness ideal) or only by inventory con-
siderations (e.g., ideals implied by common inventory allo-
cation rules), under both settings we vary whether the two
retailers have the same profit margin (i.e., p = 2 and c = 1)
or different profit margins (i.e., pH = 4 for the high margin
retailer, pL = 2 for the low margin retailer). In all cases, play-
ers have complete information on everyone’s profit margin.
Table 1 summarizes the main treatments of the study. In addi-
tion to the main treatments presented here, we ran two addi-
tional treatments to test the robustness of our main results.
We present the rationale and results of these in Section 5.3.

We used a between-subjects design to assign subjects to
treatments. In the first set of experiments, we conducted either
two or three experimental sessions per treatment. Total inven-
tory was 200 units and demand for each retailer was randomly
drawn from a discrete uniform distribution with support [50,
150]. Each session consisted of 32 rounds (except for ses-
sion 1 with 22 rounds) with the first two rounds being trial
rounds.8 At the beginning of each round, participants were
randomly and anonymously matched to form pairs of retail-
ers. Players were informed that rounds are independent and

7 If a player’s proposal is selected s/he receives qi, but if not, s/he receives min[di,Q −

qj]. Hence, no player is forced to purchase more inventory than s/he needs.
8 In session 1, one of the two sessions of integrated SC–same profit margin treatment,
the 10 subjects played only 22 rounds because of lab time limitations.

that they would not be matched with the same participant in
consecutive rounds. To avoid end-of-treatment effects, par-
ticipants were not informed how many rounds they would
play in total. In the second set of experiments, we conducted
one experimental session per treatment, following the same
experimental protocol as in the first set. Total inventory was
100 units and demand at each retail location was drawn from
a discrete uniform distribution with support [50, 100].

At the beginning of each session, each subject received a
detailed instruction sheet and asked any clarification ques-
tions they may have had to the experimenter (same person in
all sessions). At the end of each session, participants com-
pleted a postgame survey that elicited information on their
objective when proposing a split of the total inventory, the
factors that were considered for their proposal, and what they
believe a fair outcome was. It also included control questions,
checking for the subjects’ understanding of the experimen-
tal setting.

All experiments were conducted in the laboratories of
two European universities and participants were enrolled in
undergraduate economics and business programs. The use of
students in laboratory experiments is common, and existing
evidence suggests that student decision strategies are simi-
lar to those of professionals in operations tasks (Lonati et al.,
2018). Furthermore, the decision task in our context is quite
simple (i.e., does not require sophisticated calculations), giv-
ing us confidence that students’ behavior is not expected to
be qualitatively different than that of practitioners with more
context experience.

In the first set of experiments, participants were granted
research credits for their participation (students are required
to gather a certain amount of research credits during their
studies). On top, to have an incentive-compatible compensa-
tion scheme, five participants were selected at random and
received a gift voucher of value proportional to the profit
they generated during all (except for trial) rounds of the
experiment (i.e., lottery payment approach as, for example, in
De Vericourt et al. (2013) and Eckerd et al. (2013)). Partici-
pants were informed about this before the session started, and
were specifically instructed that by making good decisions
they could earn up to 50 Euros. In the rest of the experiments,
participants received a show-up fee of 5 Euros and additional
compensation based on their performance (i.e., experimental
profit generated). The average subject compensation was 13
Euros in total. The experiment was programmed in z-Tree
(Fischbacher, 2007). The detailed instructions and screen-
shots of the experiment are provided in online Appendix A
and B, respectively.

5 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

5.1 Are allocations “fair”?

We first provide descriptive statistics of subjects’ proposed
allocations, focusing on whether players’ choices are in line
with fairness considerations in general, what we call “fair”
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SPILIOTOPOULOU AND CONTE 991

F I G U R E 1 Distribution of proposed own inventory (left) and the proposed (absolute) difference between own inventory and own demand (right), for
the first (top panels) and second set of experiments separately (bottom panels)

allocations. Figure 1 plots for each set of experiments the
distribution of players’ decisions, that is, the histogram (fre-
quency) of proposed own inventory allocation, and the (abso-
lute) difference between proposed own inventory and demand
(percentages). In the first set of experiments (top panel), we
observe (left part) that participants more often propose for
themselves an inventory quantity that is closer to 100 units,
which is the average inventory, even if the underlying demand
distribution is uniform between 50 and 150 units. We also
observe (right part) that the proposed own inventory is not
equal to own demand in around 40% of the cases, suggesting
that participants often incorporate fairness in their proposed
allocations. Looking at each participant separately, less than
one-third always allocates to themselves inventory equal to
their demand (the full distribution is presented in Appendix
C, Figure C.1, left panel). The postgame survey provides
some evidence of the hypothesized underlying mechanism
of fairness. Twenty-two of 48 participants reported that they
considered (at least sometimes) the fairness of their proposed
allocation. Subjects mentioned “I reduced my inventory level
to help the other participant,” “I considered the points of both
stores,” “I wanted to make it as fair as possible,” and “I con-
sidered fairness but only if a middle ground would be prof-
itable.”

In the second set of experiments (Figure 1, bottom pan-
els), we observe (left panel) that the distribution of partici-
pants’ inventory proposals is skewed to the left, toward the
average inventory that is now 50 units, even if the underly-
ing demand distribution is uniform between 50 and 100 units.
Under inventory scarcity, fairness considerations would moti-
vate retailers to always allocate themselves inventory that is
lower than their demand (i.e., qi < di). In around 30% of

total instances, a retailer’s proposed own inventory allocation
is lower than their demand (Figure 1, bottom-right panel).
Around half of the participants make “fair” choices in at
least some rounds (see distribution in Appendix C, Figure
C.1, right panel). In the postgame survey, 14 of 36 partic-
ipants reported that they also considered the (profit of the)
other store when making an allocation proposal, mentioning
as their objective to “propose a fair amount that would still
give my store a little benefit in sales,” “[…]to do it in a fair
way - based on proportions,” “let everyone get something,”
and “optimizing revenue for my own firm, but also ensuring
that the other shop would not fall behind.”

Next we focus on how often retailers’ proposed allocations
are in line with fairness considerations under each treatment.
We differentiate between cases of shortage and cases of sur-
plus. Under supply shortage, fairness would motivate a player
to allocate own inventory that is less than their demand (i.e.,
qi < di). Under supply surplus, fairness would imply that a
player allocates own inventory that is more than their demand
(i.e., qi > di). Hence, we calculate how often a retailer’s pro-
posed own inventory allocation is lower (higher) than their
demand under shortage (surplus), and when this is the case by
how much, on average, across treatments.9 Table 2 presents
the results. In the integrated setting, while the frequency of
“fair” allocations does not seem to differ under instances of
shortage versus instances of surplus, the magnitude of the dif-
ference between own inventory and demand is larger in cases

9 To exclude the alternative explanation of allocation errors, we also calculate how often
subjects do the reverse, that is, propose own inventory allocation that is higher (lower)
than their demand in case of shortage (surplus). That happens in only 5.3% (3.9%) of
the cases.
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992 FAIRNESS IDEALS IN INVENTORY ALLOCATION

TA B L E 2 Summary statistics

Shortage Surplus

qi < di di − qi ∣ qi < di qi > di qi − di ∣ qi > di

Treatment Obs % Med. [Mean] (St.D.) % Med. [Mean] (St.D.)

Integrated—Same 500 50.0% 16 [17.9] (11.9) 50.0% 9 [13.8] (14.6)

Integrated—Different 840 32.3% 14 [17.7] (14.3) 32.0% 9 [15.9] (19.5)

Disintegrated—Same 600 42.3% 15 [18.3] (12.8) (–)

Disintegrated—Different 480 29.0% 17 [20.6] (15.7) (–)

TA B L E 3 Summary statistics: Low versus high profit margin retailers

Shortage Surplus

Low High Low High

% qi < di Med. % qi < di Med. % qi > di Med. % qi > di Med.

Integrated 27.9% 15.5 36.8% 14 32.7% 6 31.3% 14

Disintegrated 42.1% 19 15.8% 6.5 (–) (–)

of shortage within a treatment (Wilcoxon rank-sum (Mann–
Whitney) tests, p < 0.05). Considering instances of shortage
only, there are no significant differences between the two
settings. Overall, we observe that when both retailers have
the same profit margin, the frequency of “fair” allocations
is higher compared to the treatments where the two retailers
have different profit margins.

In treatments where retailers have different profit margins,
we also distinguish between high profit margin (High) ver-
sus low profit margin (Low) retailers (Table 3). We do so
to explore whether retailers with higher profit margins more
often sacrifice own profits, as one would expect if players are
trying to “equate” total profits. Under supply shortage and
integrated setting, high margin retailers more often sacrifice
own profit (i.e., set qi < qi), but in the disintegrated setting
the reverse is true. While in practice retailers in a disinte-
grated setting would face cases of limited supply as well as
cases of sufficient supply that do not affect their profits, in our
experiment retailers continuously experience shortage, while
the foregone profit for each unit of shortage is higher for high
margin compared to low margin retailers. This may partially
explain why high margin retailers appear to be less willing
to sacrifice own profits in the disintegrated setting. In case
of surplus (integrated setting), the frequency of allocations
being higher than own demand is similar for high versus low
margin retailers, but the magnitude of the difference is larger
for the former group. High margin retailers seem to be will-
ing to absorb more inventory surplus that is equally costly for
both retailer types.

5.2 What drives “fair” allocations?

We continue investigating the drivers of proposals that are
different than demand and in line with fairness, under the dif-

ferent settings. We regress the difference between proposed
own inventory and demand on the determinants of a retailer’s
profit and fairness ideals: retail demands and retailers’ rela-
tive profit margin. We use panel data censored (tobit) regres-
sion analysis to control for possible correlation in decisions
made by the same individual and account for the high number
of observations being zero (Greene, 2003; Moffatt, 2015).10

We estimate the following models:

qit − dit = 𝛽0 + 𝛽H ⋅ H + 𝛽i ⋅ dit + 𝛽j ⋅ djt + 𝛽p ⋅ (dit ⋅ pi)

+ 𝛽t ⋅ t + 𝜔i + 𝜖it (if surplus), (8)

dit − qit = 𝛽0 + 𝛽H ⋅ H + 𝛽i ⋅ dit + 𝛽j ⋅ djt + 𝛽p ⋅ (dit ⋅ pi)

+ 𝛽t ⋅ t + 𝜔i + 𝜖it (if shortage), (9)

where subscript i is the index for a participant and t denotes
the round. The variable H indicates whether a retailer has
high profit margin or not (binary variable), while dit and djt
are a retailer’s own demand in a round and the demand of the
player s/he is matched with, respectively. As total inventory is
constant within a treatment, dit and djt effectively also capture
the magnitude of supply–demand mismatch in a round. We
also include the interaction between a retailer’s profit mar-
gin and demand, which practically represents the retailer’s
maximum possible revenue.11 We use the round t to account
for possible time effects within a treatment. The term 𝜔i is a
retailer’s individual specific error while 𝜖it is the independent
error across decisions. Table 4 presents the results.

10 A random effects tobit model is known to be consistent and provides unbiased esti-
mates of the coefficients of interest.
11 Results are similar if we include the term H ⋅ di instead.
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SPILIOTOPOULOU AND CONTE 993

TA B L E 4 Results of tobit regression analysis: drivers of “fair” allocations

Estimate (Standard error)

Integrated Disintegrated

Surplus Shortage shortage

Variable qi − di di − qi di − qi

Intercept 33.280*** (8.944) −91.298*** (9.828) −58.190*** (8.190)

H −7.699 (10.244) −10.510 (12.809) −19.160 (16.558)

di −0.298** (0.010) 0.445*** (0.076) 0.432*** (0.099)

dj −0.207*** (0.054) 0.292*** (0.040) 0.313*** (0.042)

pi ⋅ di 0.026 (0.052) −0.003 (0.041) −0.097 (0.077)

t −0.124 (0.126) −0.211* (0.099) −0.221** (0.070)

No. of obs 650 672 1080

No. of uncensored obs 261 265 393

No. of groups 48 48 36

𝜌 0.3707 0.6707 0.8404

Log likelihood −1363.32 −1289.14 −1807.98

*p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, and ***p < 0.001.

Across all regression models, being the retailer with the
higher profit margin does not have a significant impact on
the difference between own allocation and demand, that is,
qi − di (di − qi) under surplus (shortage). The ideal of max–
min fairness would imply this difference to be positively
correlated with a retailer’s relative profit margin, as retail-
ers should be willing to absorb more inventory–demand mis-
match when their profit margin is higher than that of the other
retailer in the supply chain, other things being equal. On the
contrary, the coefficient of H in the models is negative, though
statistically insignificant.

On the other hand, own demand and the demand of the
other retailer have a significant impact on retailers’ deci-
sions across all treatments, with the impact of own demand
being the larger.12 In case of shortage (surplus), as retail
demands increase (decrease), total inventory–demand mis-
match increases, and hence retailers assume more underage
(overage) units. Under an integrated system, “fair” propos-
als appear to be more responsive to retail demands under
shortage compared to surplus (i.e., larger estimated coeffi-
cients, though not different), with the estimates in case of
shortage being similar to the estimates under shortage in a
disintegrated system. Last, retailer’s maximum potential rev-
enue from the round does not have a significant impact on
decisions. That suggests that the relationship between retail
demands and “fair” proposals is not moderated by a retailer’s
profit margin. We also observe that the effect of the round
is negative in all scenarios and (marginally) significant under
the cases of shortage.13

12 We also tested for a quadratic relationship but it was not significant in any of the
three models.
13 This may suggest that decision makers become less fair over time, especially under
cases of shortage. In our postgame survey, we find limited evidence that subjects change
their strategy in the course of the game and intentionally become less “fair.” In partic-

In summary, retailers’ “fair” allocations depend on real-
ized demands at both locations, but not on their relative profit
margin or maximum potential profit. In other words, alloca-
tion policies that appeal to retailers’ fairness ideals should be
responsive to retail demands (i.e., individually responsive as
defined in Cachon and Lariviere (1999b)) and based on retail
demands rather than on profit or profit margin comparisons.

5.3 Robustness of results

We further explore whether our results are robust to two
experimental design modifications: (a) when players are pre-
selected to decide on the allocation and (b) when they
have a decision support tool (DST) available that facilitates
profit comparisons.

5.3.1 Player pre-selection

Similar to simple distribution experiments, in our setting
there are two roles: a “decider” who determines the inven-
tory allocation and a “receiver” who gets paid according to
the allocation determined by the decider. There are two ways
in which such experiments are usually implemented: using
role uncertainty, that is, soliciting responses from both sub-
jects and randomly determining which role’s actions will be
implemented, or assigning subjects to specific roles before
decisions are made (Iriberri & Rey-Biel, 2011).14 While
in our main experiments we opted for the first option for

ular, 6 of 84 subjects mentioned that they only considered fairness in the beginning of
the game.
14 A third option would be role reversal, where subjects play in both roles and both
decisions are rewarded, but this option suffers from endowment effects.
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994 FAIRNESS IDEALS IN INVENTORY ALLOCATION

TA B L E 5 Summary statistics: Version B

Shortage Surplus

qi < di di − qi ∣ qi < di qi > di qi − di ∣ qi > di

Treatment Obs % Med. [Mean] (St.D.) % Med. [Mean] (St.D.)

Version B - Same 240 17.1% 16 [20.1] (17.23) 18.3% 14 [15.3] (14.3)

Version B - Different 240 10.1% 14 [17.7] (14.3) 17.3% 9 [15.9] (19.5)

reasons of efficiency,15 we also implemented the latter option
for comparison. Under an integrated setting, we ran two treat-
ments (same and different profit margins) where at the begin-
ning of each round one of the two players was first selected
at random to propose a split, and then this split was imple-
mented. We refer to this design as Version B. We recruited 32
participants in total, split equally between the treatments.16

Table 5 presents the results.
We observe that under both treatments, the frequency that

a proposed allocation is in line with fairness considerations
is significantly lower compared to the main treatments (Inte-
grated – Same and Integrated – Different, Table 3), both
when participants face shortage and when they face surplus.
One possible explanation why participants more often show
selfishness when they are pre-selected to propose a split,
in line with the theory of self-concept maintenance (Mazar
et al., 2008), is that subjects can justify better (to themselves)
behaving unfairly when they were first randomly selected to
decide on the allocation (i.e., they feel “entitled” to do so).

The magnitude of the difference between own inventory
and demand is, however, not lower when proposers are pre-
selected, under all cases. As before, to explore the drivers
of “fair” allocations, we regress the difference between pro-
posed own inventory and demand on profit margin and retail
demands. We find that the effect of high profit margin is
again negative and not significant in the case of surplus (𝛽H =

−4.522, p = 0.766) and marginally significant in the case
of shortage (𝛽H = −29.062, p = 0.082). The effect of own
retail demand is negative in case of surplus (𝛽i = −0.442,
p = 0.022) and positive in case of shortage (𝛽i = 0.407,
p = 0.031), in line with fairness considerations, but that of
the other player’s demand is not significant (p > 0.05). We
present the full results in Appendix D. In short, subjects
appear to be more selfish when pre-selected, while the “fair-
ness” of their allocation decisions seem to be dependent on
their own rather than the other player’s demand.

5.3.2 Decision support tool

To exclude that subjects base their decisions on realized
demands rather than on profit comparisons because the lat-
ter is more difficult to calculate, we design a treatment where

15 This choice allows us to observe the (incentivized) choices of both players in a round
and obtain more information from a given sample size.
16 We ran two sessions of eight participants per treatment.

players have a DST at their disposal that calculates both
retailers’ profits for a given allocation.17 We recruited 16 par-
ticipants and ran one session in the context of limited supply
(disintegrated setting) where participants had different profit
margins. Participants could try multiple allocations before
making their final decision.

Around 18% of proposed own allocations are lower than
own demand (median 9, mean 14.5, st. dev. 19.4), while the
retailers with the lower profit margin propose more often
qi < di (26%) than the retailers with the higher margin (10%).
To test the effect of a DST on proposed allocations, we esti-
mate Equation (9) using all data from a disintegrated setting
and including an indicator variable of whether a DST was
available or not (model 1). We also include the interaction
between a retailer’s relative profit margin (high PM) and the
presence of a DST (model 2). Table 6 presents the results.

The introduction of a DST does not have a significant
impact on (di − qi) (model 1). Furthermore, the coefficient of
the interaction term between a retailer’s relative profit mar-
gin (H) and the DST is not significant, while the indicator
variable for profit margin remains negative and insignificant
(model 2). Being the high margin retailer does not have a
significant impact on the difference between proposed own
inventory and own demand, even when we facilitate profit
comparisons by making a DST available. If fair allocations
were driven by the desire to decrease retailer profit differ-
ences, (di − qi) would be higher for high margin retailers who
would be more willing to “sacrifice” part of their own profit to
increase the minimum profit that both retailers earn.18 Over-
all, we find no evidence that proposed allocations are driven
by total profit comparisons as suggested by the ideal of max–
min fairness. Last, we observe that the effect of round t on
(di − qi) appears to be larger compared to Table 4 (though
95% CIs overlap). Including in model (2) the interaction of
DST and round (i.e., t ⋅ DST), the estimate suggests that sub-
jects became more “selfish” over time when a DST was avail-
able (𝛽 = −0.743, p = 0.000).

5.4 The prevalence of fairness ideals

We continue to explore individual heterogeneity in fairness
considerations by estimating the prevalence of different ideals

17 We thank an anonymous reviewer for this suggestion.
18 Please note that with our experimental parameters, the high margin retailer’s maxi-
mum potential profit is at least as large as that of the low margin retailer, for any pair of
demand realizations.
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SPILIOTOPOULOU AND CONTE 995

TA B L E 6 Impact of decision support tool (tobit regression analysis)

Estimate (Standard error)

(1) (2)

Variable di − qi di − qi

Intercept −60.641*** (7.856) −58.190*** (8.190)

H −20.360 (13.512) −31.330 (12.250)

di 0.431*** (0.089) 0.431*** (0.089)

dj 0.272*** (0.043) 0.271*** (0.043)

pi ⋅ di −0.019 (0.059) −0.019 (0.059)

t −0.403*** (0.071) −0.403*** (0.071)

DST −0.723 (9.655) −9.783 (12.250)

H ⋅ DST (–) −15.537 (15.460)

No. of obs 1560 1560

No. of uncensored obs 480 480

No. of groups 52 52

𝜌 0.7751 0.7705

Log likelihood −2329.18 −2328.48

*p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, and ***p < 0.001.

under each setting. Since we did not find evidence that profit
margins affect allocation decisions in line with the max–min
fairness ideal, we focus on the fairness ideals implied by the
three common allocation rules.

5.4.1 Empirical model

Following Cappelen et al. (2007), we assume that each indi-
vidual is of one of three types. Each type, k ∈ {PA,LA,UA},
is characterized by one of the fairness ideals defined above.
The individual-specific, idiosyncratic parameter 𝜃i deter-
mines the degree of “selfishness” of each retailer. We build
on the econometric modeling approach proposed by Conte
and Moffatt (2014) and Moffatt (2015, Chap. 15), referred to
as the “Modified Random Behavioral Model.”

The random behavioral model is the econometric approach
that entails estimating the behavioral equation (3), under the
assumption that the observed profit resulting from retailer i’s
choice is equal to the optimal profit plus a continuous error
term. Its modified version, introduced by Conte and Moffatt
(2014), allows i’s behavior to correspond exactly to her/his
fairness ideal in some of the choices in order to accommo-
date some peculiarities of the data, namely, a mass at the
exact value of the fairness ideal. The model estimated from
our data enables retailers of different types to be exactly at
their fairness ideal each with a different probability, and adds
an additional error term, known as “tremble,” to control for
the possibility that subjects lose concentration and choose at
random (see Moffatt et al., 2002).

We opt for this econometric approach with respect to the
“Random Utility” one used by Cappelen et al. (2007) because
in our data set 59.18% of choices correspond to the maximum
potential profit, which is a clear indication of upper censor-

ing. As extensively discussed in Conte and Moffatt (2014), in
similar cases, the random behavioral model is preferable and
more parsimonious than the random utility model.

The model is defined as follows. The latent proposed profit
of subject i, with fairness ideal k, in round t is19

�̃�it = mk
i

(
dt
)
+ 𝜃it𝜋

0
it + 𝜐it,

vit ∼ N(0, 𝜎2)t = 1, … ,T i = 1, … , n k ∈ {PA, LA, UA},

𝜃i ∼ Lognormal(𝜇, 𝜂2),

𝜃it =

{
𝜃i with probability (1 − pk),

0 and 𝜐it = 0 with probability pk.

(10)

The idea underlying this model is that retailer i’s profit
implied by the proposed allocation—the argument that max-
imizes the deterministic utility function in Equation (2)—
corresponds to her/his optimal profit, mk

i (dt) + 𝜃it𝜋
0
it (see

Equation 3), plus a two-sided random error, 𝜐it. Retailer i
is characterized by a selfishness coefficient 𝜃i, drawn from
a lognormal distribution, with 𝜇 and 𝜂 being the mean and
the standard deviation of the underlying normal distribution,
respectively. However, with probability pk, i behaves exactly
according to the fairness ideal with no two-sided error (both
𝜃i and 𝜐it equal 0); instead, with probability (1 − pk), s/he
requests the selfishness premium 𝜃i𝜋

0
it. Unlike Conte and

Moffatt (2014), such a probability is allowed to be type-
specific, because the data show that the proportion of obser-
vations which are exactly at the fairness ideal depends on the

19 We note that T differs across subjects. For the sake of simplicity, we did not make
this explicit in the formulas that follow, but their generalization is straightforward.
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996 FAIRNESS IDEALS IN INVENTORY ALLOCATION

type.20 The error 𝜐it, which is assumed to follow a normal
distribution, accounts for between-round variation in behav-
ior, and also accommodates the observations where a subject
proposes an allocation that implies a profit lower than that of
all possible fairness ideals.

As aforementioned, there is a great proportion of observa-
tions which correspond to the maximum potential profit. We
deal with this feature of the data via the following censoring
rule which links the latent profit �̃�it in Equation (10) to the
profit which is actually observed, 𝜋it:

𝜋it =

{
�̃�it if �̃�it < 𝜋0

it,

𝜋0
it if �̃�it ≥ 𝜋0

it.
(11)

We also define the related censoring indicator dit =

{1, if𝜋it = 𝜋0
it; 0, if dit = 0} and, finally, another indicator

pointing at the observations which correspond to the various
fairness ideals, hk

it = {1, if �̃�it = mk
it(dt); 0, otherwise}.

The individual likelihood function lki , which is the sum of
the individual likelihood contributions conditional on being
of type k, with k ∈ {PA,LA,UA}, weighted with the mixing
proportions of types 𝜆k, that is, the proportions of the pop-
ulation who are of each type,21 0 ≤ 𝜆PA, 𝜆LA, 𝜆UA ≤ 1 and
𝜆UA = 1 − 𝜆PA − 𝜆LA, is

Li(Ω) =
∑

k

𝜆klk
i

=
∑

k

𝜆k ∫
∞

0

∏
t

{
(1 − 𝜔)

[
(1 − dit)

[
pkhk

it + (1 − pk)

×
1
𝜎
𝜙

(
𝜋it − mk

it − 𝜃𝜋0
it

𝜎

)]

+ dit

[
pkhk

it + (1 − pk)Φ

(
mk

it + 𝜃𝜋it − 𝜋0
it

𝜎

)]]
+

𝜔

200

}

× f (𝜃;𝜇, 𝜂)d𝜃. (12)

Here, Ω = {𝜆PA, 𝜆LA, 𝜆UA, 𝜇, 𝜂, pPA, pLA, pUA, 𝜎, 𝜔} is the
vector of parameters to be estimated, where 𝜙(⋅) and Φ(⋅) are
the standard normal pdf and cdf, respectively, and f (𝜃;𝜇, 𝜂) is
the lognormal pdf evaluated at 𝜃; the parameter 𝜔 represents
the tremble probability.22

20 Actually, different proportions of observations at the different fairness ideals may well
depend on the relative popularity of the corresponding types in the population. Since we
cannot know this beforehand, we let pk vary with type, and, after estimation, we test the
hypothesis that such proportions are all equal.
21 The mixing proportion of a type represents the probability of drawing a subject of
that type when sampling at random from the population.
22 It is worth noting that, unlike in Conte and Moffatt (2014), in this version of the ran-
dom behavioral model a retailer of a certain type can be at his ideally-fair profit not only
with probability pk , but also as a result of the combination of a positive selfishness pre-
mium and the error term, which may annul each other. This is rather unlikely, but this
modification of the model is needed to accommodate another peculiarity of the data. In
fact, in some cases, which are prominent for type UA, the ideally-fair profit coincides

5.4.2 Estimation results

The sum of the logarithm of the individual likelihood func-
tions defined in the previous section, Li(Ω), is maximized
with respect to the parameters in Ω, for each of the three
samples: integrated surplus, integrated shortage, and disinte-
grated shortage, using all experimental data.23 To estimate
the model, we use the method of Maximum Simulated Like-
lihood.24 Integration in Equation (12) is performed by a set
of Halton sequences (100 draws per subject).25 Estimation
results are displayed in Table 7.

Our model is a mixture of fairness considerations in the
allocations proposed. Estimating it for each sample enables
us to discover the prevalence of the fairness ideals in the pop-
ulation under each setting. We observe that under instances
of surplus in an integrated setting, the vast majority of the
subjects, 72%, proposes inventory allocations in line with the
fairness ideal of equal split of inventory–demand mismatch
(linear allocation). Around 27% of the subjects are motivated
by the fairness ideal of equal inventories (uniform allocation),
while the remainder 2% seems to make inventory allocation
decisions influenced by fill rate considerations (proportional
allocation), though the mixing proportion of this category is
not statistically significant. Under instances of shortage, in
the same integrated setting, only 16% of the population seems
to be driven by the ideal of equal split of inventory–demand
mismatch, while the majority, 62%, makes inventory alloca-
tion decisions in line with the ideal of equal fill rates. Around
22% of the subjects are motivated by the fairness ideal of
equal split of inventories.

The mean of the “selfishness coefficient” 𝜃i is estimated
to be 1.8725 (st. err. 1.2094) under surplus and 0.7822 (st.
err. 0.3699) under shortage.26 This implies that, on average,
subjects require a rather large selfishness premium for them-
selves, and this is even higher when they experience sur-
plus and share excess inventory. Consistent with our model
assumption, we can reject the joint null hypothesis that pPA,
pLA, and pUA are all equal (Wald test𝜒2(3) = 44.05, p-value
= 0.0000 under integrated surplus and =27.23, p-value =

0.0000 under integrated shortage).27 Finally, the standard
deviation of the error term is estimated to be 18.30 under sur-
plus and 15.35 under shortage, and the tremble probability
about 4% and 6%, respectively.

Under the disintegrated setting where subjects face only
supply shortage, the vast majority, 71%, proposes inventory

with the maximum profit i can achieve. As a consequence, it is unclear whether the sub-
ject wants to be perfectly fair or whether her/his desire to express a positive selfishness
premium is hidden behind censoring. In those cases, the parameter pk lets the likelihood
discriminate between these two behaviors.
23 Using only data from the main treatments, the estimates are very similar both quali-
tatively and quantitatively.
24 Estimates are obtained in STATA version 14.2. Some of the parameters and their
standard errors are calculated via the delta method. The program is available from the
authors on request.
25 Details can be found in Train (2009).
26 We note that 𝜃i is assumed to follow a lognormal distribution, and its mean is obtained
by the parameters of the underlying normal distribution as exp(𝜇 + 𝜂2∕2).
27 Unlike the assumption in Conte and Moffatt (2014).
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SPILIOTOPOULOU AND CONTE 997

TA B L E 7 Maximum simulated likelihood estimates of fairness ideals under each setting

Integrated Disintegrated

Surplus Shortage Shortage

𝛀 Estimate Standard error p-value Estimate Standard error p-value Estimate Standard error p-value

𝜆PA (equal fill rates) 0.0193 0.0174 0.269 0.6151 0.1035 0.000 0.7123 0.0818 0.000

𝜆LA (equal split of mismatch) 0.7152 0.0739 0.000 0.1636 0.0954 0.086 0.0390 0.0271 0.150

𝜆UA (equal split of inventory) 0.2655 0.0722 0.000 0.2212 0.0641 0.000 0.2487 0.0796 0.002

𝜇 - mean of log(𝜃) −0.9203 0.2360 0.000 −1.4370 0.1886 0.000 −0.5678 0.0681 0.000

𝜂 - standard deviation of log(𝜃) 1.7593 0.2950 0.000 1.5436 0.2548 0.000 1.4323 0.2164 0.000

pPA 0.4262 0.1225 0.000 0.0000 0.0000 0.876 0.2331 0.0733 0.001

pLA 0.0184 0.0072 0.011 0.0813 0.0395 0.040 0.0002 0.0015 0.897

pUA 0.1826 0.0386 0.000 0.2335 0.0432 0.000 0.3498 0.0670 0.000

𝜎 - st.dev. 18.2990 2.0243 0.006 15.3498 1.0807 0.000 17.3934 0.8371 0.000

𝜔 0.0359 0.0130 0.006 0.0595 0.0105 0.000 0.0092 0.0028 0.001

Number of subjects 80 80 52

Number of observations 892 904 1560

Log-likelihood −1365.9410 −1658.0819 −2039.5121

allocations in line with the fairness ideal of equal fill rates,
similar to what we observed under supply shortage within an
integrated system. Similarly to an integrated setting, around
25% of the subjects are motivated by the fairness ideal of
equal split of inventories. Regarding the selfishness parame-
ter, this is estimated to be 1.5808 (std. err. 0.5695), indicating
that the relative weight that subjects place on own profit is
larger, on average, than the case of supply scarcity in an inte-
grated system. However, we note that the distributions of the
selfishness parameter across samples are nondegenerate, and
show high heterogeneity. In this case also, we reject the joint
null hypothesis that pPA, pLA, and pUA are all equal (Wald
test𝜒2(3) = 56.14, p-value=0.0000). The standard deviation
of the error term is estimated to be 17.39 (similar to the other
models), while the tremble probability is only 1%.

Last, to evaluate the performance of our models in assign-
ing subjects to types, we calculate the posterior probabilities
of each subject in the sample of being of each fairness ideal
type (as in Conte & Moffatt, 2014). A good mixture model
is expected to assign subjects to types with high posterior
probabilities. In our mixture, only one, two, and zero subjects
cannot be assigned to a type with a high degree of certainty
by the estimated models in the integrated-surplus, integrated-
shortage, and disintegrated-shortage cases, respectively. The
method and results are presented in Appendix E.

To summarize, our results suggest that the type of supply–
demand mismatch within the same distribution context may
raise different fairness considerations in allocating inventory.
Furthermore, proportional allocation (or the ideal of equal
fill rates) seems to be in line with fairness perceptions of the
majority of the subjects in situations of supply shortage, inde-
pendent of whether they are part of a system where they may
also face surplus. On the other hand, equal split of excess
inventory (linear allocation) seems to be the fair choice for
the majority of the subjects in situations of surplus.

6 FOLLOW-UP EXPERIMENT:
IMPLICATIONS FOR SUPPLY CHAIN
MANAGEMENT

We explored the pluralism of fairness perceptions when sup-
ply is different than demand and estimated the prevalence
of retailers’ fairness ideals in different settings. However, an
allocation rule being the preferred fair choice of a retailer
does not necessarily mean that another allocation rule is
rejected as unfair. This may be especially true if the result-
ing allocation is often not far from a retailer’s perception of
a fair deal. When retailers experience an allocation policy,
which allocations are perceived as fair (and which ones as
unfair) and under what conditions? To answer these ques-
tions, we design a new set of experiments where retailers
experience and rate the fairness of inventory allocations deter-
mined either by an external party (i.e., a warehouse manager)
or an allocation rule.

6.1 Experimental design

As previously, two retailers receive inventory from a ware-
house once local demands are known. We construct two set-
tings: one where allocation is based on a predetermined rule,
and another where allocation is determined by a warehouse
manager. Under the first setting, one of the four allocation
rules (proportional, linear, uniform, and max–min) is selected
at random at the beginning of each round and implemented.
Retailers do not have additional information about the rule
the allocation is based on. Under the second setting, a player
who takes on the role of the warehouse manager chooses an
inventory allocation that is then implemented. The warehouse
manager is presented with four allocation options, in random-
ized order, based on the same rules. Under both settings, in
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998 FAIRNESS IDEALS IN INVENTORY ALLOCATION

TA B L E 8 Allocations considered fair by the retailers: predetermined allocation rule

Shortage Surplus

Allocation rule Obs Fair Fair |qi ≠ di Obs Fair Fair |qi ≠ di

Proportional 88 65.9% 65.5% 78 65.4% 65.4%

Linear 82 64.6% 64.2% 62 71.0% 69.0%

Uniform 82 45.1% 35.7% 70 45.7% 35.6%

Max–min 72 25.0% 8.5% 66 34.8% 14.0%

every round retailers observe the inventory allocation and rate
whether it is fair or not.

Since our previous analysis suggests that fairness ideals
vary between types of supply–demand mismatch, we con-
sider an integrated setting where retailers face in some rounds
shortage and in other rounds surplus. To clearly elicit fair-
ness perceptions with regard to the max–min rule, we con-
sider retailers with different profit margins. We implemented
the same parameterization as in our main study (i.e., inven-
tory is 200 units, retail demand follows the discrete uniform
distribution with support [50; 150], pH = 4 and pL = 2).

We implemented a between-subjects design. For the alloca-
tion rule treatment, we conducted two sessions and recruited
20 subjects in total (20 retailers), and for the warehouse man-
ager treatment we conducted three sessions and recruited
30 subjects (10 warehouse managers and 20 retailers). Sub-
jects played the game for 30 rounds. The roles of the play-
ers (i.e., high/low margin retailer or a warehouse manager)
remained constant throughout the game. At the beginning
of each round, participants were randomly and anonymously
matched to form supply chains. The experiment was pro-
grammed in otree (Chen et al., 2016) and conducted online
using the same subject pool. Participants that took on the role
of a retailer received a show-up fee of 5 Euros and additional
compensation based on their experimental store profit. The
average total retailer compensation was 9.20 Euros. Partici-
pants who took on the role of a warehouse manager received a
fixed payment of 10 Euros. How store profits were calculated
and player compensation (being dependent on store perfor-
mance or not) was common knowledge. The detailed instruc-
tions and screenshots of the experiment are provided in online
Appendices F and G.

6.2 Experimental results

We first look at how often retailers perceived an allocation as
fair under each of the four allocation rules. Table 8 presents
the results when allocation was based on a predetermined
rule. Because issues of fairness arise when a retailer does not
receive exactly the inventory quantity that s/he needs, we also
calculate the frequency an allocation is regarded as fair given
that the inventory received does not equal retailer’s demand.
Under both cases of shortage and surplus, allocations based
on proportional and linear rules are more often considered fair
compared to uniform or max–min allocations. While linear

allocations are considered fair slightly more often under sur-
plus than shortage, overall we observe no significant differ-
ences between proportional and linear allocations. One pos-
sible explanation is that, since the resulting allocations are
often very similar, subjects do not consider unfair the alloca-
tions which are in the vicinity of their fairness ideal. This is
to say that a certain fairness ideal does not necessarily make
other allocations unfair. Last, the large difference between
“Fair” and “Fair|qi ≠ di|” for max–min allocation indicates
that mainly the low margin retailers, who received inventory
equal to their demand under this rule and their profit was max-
imized, considered max–min allocations as fair.

Table 9 reports similar results for the case where the allo-
cation is chosen by a human warehouse manager. Propor-
tional and linear allocations are considered by retailers more
often fair compared to uniform and max–min allocations. It
is interesting to notice that when there is shortage, propor-
tional allocation is the allocation most often considered fair
(in 72.2% of the cases) but it was chosen by the warehouse
managers only in 11.4% of the cases. This may be because
warehouse managers received no feedback in the experiment
about retailers’ fairness ratings. The uniform allocation fol-
lowed by the linear one were most often chosen by the ware-
house managers in case of shortage, while the linear alloca-
tion was the most common choice under surplus.

To formally test whether the allocation rules have a signif-
icant effect on the probability of an inventory allocation to be
considered fair by retailers, we estimate random effects logit
models for panel data, where the outcome variable is whether
the inventory allocation in a round was judged as fair (binary)
(Table 10). In the base model (model 1), we include as control
the round t and whether the allocation was based on a rule or
it was the choice of a human decision maker, the warehouse
manager (binary variable “wm”). We also control for the dif-
ference between a retailer’s allocation and her/his demand,
that is, |qit − dit| (model 2) as it could intuitively affect the
attractiveness of an allocation.28

Compared to the max–min profit rule (the base case), the
other three allocation rules significantly increase the proba-
bility that the resulting inventory split is considered fair under
shortage, with the impact of the proportional rule being the
largest (though not statistically different from the linear and
the uniform). Under surplus, the linear and the proportional

28 Controlling instead for the difference between a retailer’s realized profit and maxi-
mum potential profit from the round, that is, (𝜋0

it − 𝜋it), yields similar results.
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SPILIOTOPOULOU AND CONTE 999

TA B L E 9 Allocations chosen by the warehouse manager and considered fair by the retailers

Shortage Surplus

Allocation rule Chosen Fair Fair |qi ≠ di Chosen Fair Fair |qi ≠ di

Proportional 11.4% 72.2% 72.2% 19.6% 66.1% 65.6%

Linear 34.8% 66.4% 66.4% 34.2% 63.9% 63.6%

Uniform 44.3% 56.4% 51.6% 13.9% 34.1% 19.4%

Max–min 9.5% 40.0% 10.0% 20.9% 45.5% 18.2%

TA B L E 1 0 Impact of allocation rules on perceived allocation fairness

Estimate (Standard error)

Shortage Surplus

Variable (1) (2) (1) (2)

Intercept −1.037** (0.352) −0.664* (0.369) −0.506 (0.336) 0.154 (0.372)

PA 2.086*** (0.328) 2.158*** (0.337) 1.035*** (0.286) 1.153*** (0.310)

LA 1.826*** (0.305) 1.903*** (0.311) 1.514*** (0.284) 1.705*** (0.311)

UA 1.061*** (0.288) 1.092*** (0.294) 0.053 (0.287) 0.095 (0.308)

wm 0.411 (0.342) 0.480 (0.354) −0.133 (0.317) −0.092 (0.350)

t −0.015 (0.010) −0.017 (0.011) −0.001 (0.011) −0.002 (0.012)|qi − di| (–) −0.024∗∗∗ (0.006) (–) −0.044*** (0.008)

No. of obs 640 640 556 640

No. of groups 40 40 40 40

𝜌 0.1971 0.2103 0.1594 0.1960

Log likelihood −393.48 −385.71 −352.34 −330.66

*p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, and ***p < 0.001.

rules increase the probability that the allocation is considered
fair with respect to the max–min profit rule, with the esti-
mated effect of the linear rule being the largest (but again
not statistically different from the proportional). Whether the
allocation was the result of a predetermined rule or the choice
of a warehouse manager does not have a significant impact
on retailers’ fairness evaluation. The decision round does not
have a significant impact either. However, as expected, larger
differences between a retailer’s demand and allocated quan-
tity decrease the probability that the allocation is considered
fair by the retailer.

Our results show that retailers, who experience inventory
allocations determined by either a rule or a warehouse man-
ager, overall rate more often as fair allocations that are depen-
dent/responsive to individual demands (corresponding to pro-
portional and linear rules), while their fairness ratings are also
driven by the difference between the quantity received and
the quantity that equals their demand (i.e., maximizes their
profit).

7 CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION

We study fairness in distribution systems where multiple
retailers, with possibly different profit margins and demand,

are serviced from a common pool of inventory. We consider
two settings. One is the case of retailers being part of an
integrated system and responsible for total inventory (i.e.,
all inventory is allocated at the retail level and retailers may
assume either inventory shortage or surplus costs), as often
encountered in practice in cooperative inventory pooling set-
tings (Fiestras-Janeiro et al., 2011; Özen et al., 2008). We also
consider the case of a disintegrated system where, when there
is scarce supply, inventory is rationed across retailers who are
serviced from a common supplier (as in, for example, Cachon
and Lariviere (1999b)) and retailers assume inventory short-
age costs.

First, in line with the behavior that has been extensively
documented in ultimatum and dictator games in the experi-
mental economics literature (e.g., Charness & Rabin, 2002;
Fehr & Schmidt, 2006), we show that many people are moti-
vated by fairness considerations. Subjects, taking on the role
of retailers in the same supply chain, allocate for themselves
inventory quantity that is not exactly equal to their demand
in more than one-third of the instances, across both settings.
They are willing to sacrifice own profits in order to avoid
large deviations from what they consider a fair inventory allo-
cation.

We continue by exploring what fairness ideals may prevail
in such contexts to derive implications for “fair” allocation
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1000 FAIRNESS IDEALS IN INVENTORY ALLOCATION

policies. Besides the commonly used notion of max–min fair-
ness in resource allocation settings (Bertsimas et al., 2011),
we study the prevalence of fairness ideals implied by inven-
tory allocation rules that are common in practice and stud-
ied in prior literature (see, e.g., Cachon & Lariviere, 1999b,
1999c). First, we find that in both settings differences in profit
margins of retailers do not significantly affect the proposed
inventory allocations, contrary to what the max–min fairness
ideal would suggest. Instead, participants seem to base their
proposals for inventory split on realized demands rather than
on total profit comparisons, even when these are facilitated
by a DST. Second, in our experiment situations of shortage
and situations of surplus give rise to different fairness ide-
als. In case of surplus, the most prevalent ideal is that of
equal split of inventory–demand mismatch, corresponding to
the linear inventory allocation rule. We estimate that around
three-fourths of the subjects make allocation decisions that
are consistent with this fairness ideal, while roughly one-
fourth makes allocation decisions that are consistent with the
ideal of equal inventory split. In cases of inventory scarcity,
instead, the most prevalent fairness ideal is that of equal fill
rates, implied by the most widely applied rule for inventory
allocation, the proportional rule. We estimate that 62% of the
subjects make allocation decisions that are consistent with the
ideal of equal fill rates in the context of an integrated system
and 72% in the context of a disintegrated system where sub-
jects face only instances of supply shortage. Again, roughly
one-fourth makes allocation decisions that are consistent with
the ideal of equal inventory split. While there is significant
individual heterogeneity, subjects do not seem to disregard
their own income in their decisions.

Our results suggest that inventory allocation rules, to
appeal to the majority of customers’ fairness perceptions,
shall be responsive to retail demands (i.e., retailers with
higher demand shall get a higher allocation). Results from
a follow-up experiment where subjects are asked to evalu-
ate inventory splits based on established allocation rules or
decided by a warehouse manager (i.e., a human decision
maker) support this finding. Retailers are more likely to per-
ceive as fair allocations that are based on the proportional and
the linear rules compared to uniform and max–min allocation
policies. Hence, allocation rules that have been shown to con-
tain order inflation either in a disintegrated (Cachon & Lar-
iviere, 1999b) or an integrated setting (Spiliotopoulou et al.,
2019) because they are not individually responsive, such as
the uniform or lexicographic rules, may be not considered as
fair policies by retailers in a distribution system.

Furthermore, our behavioral model estimates suggest that
in times of supply shortages, reducing customer orders by
the same percentage, a policy commonly adopted in prac-
tice, may appeal to the most prevalent fairness ideal of equal
fill rates if orders are a good proxy for actual demand. In an
integrated distribution system, allocating common inventory
in proportion to retailers’ needs in times of scarcity, while
equally sharing the excess inventory in situations of sur-
plus, seems to be the most desirable deal for retailers. How-
ever, retailers are likely to accept as fair allocations based on

either the proportional or the linear rules, under both types
of supply–demand mismatch (they similarly often rate such
allocations to be fair).

Our research sheds light on what is considered a fair inven-
tory allocation in a distribution system and gives directions
on how to incorporate fairness in allocation policies. Hence,
we contribute to the growing supply chain management lit-
erature regarding fairness in contracting (Ho et al., 2014;
Katok & Pavlov, 2013; Wu & Niederhoff, 2014), by consid-
ering a setting where what is a fair outcome is not straight-
forward. Our results suggest that the type of supply–demand
mismatch drives differences in fairness ideals and not the sup-
ply chain setting (integrated vs. disintegrated). However, our
results also imply that retailers may consider fair multiple
outcomes or allocations that are not far from their perception
of a fair deal. Last, our results suggest that perceptions of fair-
ness in supply chain interactions may be based on decision
rules rather than profitability outcomes per se, complement-
ing the notion of procedural fairness (Bolton et al., 2005),
through the choice of the allocation rule, and the principles
of distributive justice (Cappelen et al., 2007), showing that
retailers’ demand size but not their profit margins (both fac-
tors outside players’ control) may affect what is considered a
fair allocation.

Better understanding of fairness in inventory allocation
can, in turn, inform decisions of suppliers that ration inven-
tory across multiple customers in periods of shortage, or deci-
sion makers in cooperative distribution systems that allocate
inventory among multiple retailers who are serviced from the
same pool of inventory. Knowing what fairness ideals are
prevalent in distribution settings, one can choose or design
resource allocation mechanisms that, for example, find a bet-
ter trade-off on the efficiency versus fairness spectrum, or
are more attractive to firms when participation in a pooling
coalition is voluntary. Our findings may also provide alterna-
tive explanations and new insights regarding the success (or
stability) of horizontal collaborations with inventory sharing.
Perceived fairness in distribution systems has been shown to
affect partners’ satisfaction and ultimately supply chain per-
formance (Cui & Mallucci, 2016; Griffith et al., 2006).

In terms of experimental implementation, we find that ran-
dom “pre-selection” of participants to propose and implement
an allocation results in subjects incorporating less often fair-
ness in their proposals. Previous studies have shown that aver-
age ultimatum splits are higher for the proposer when partic-
ipants paid to take on the role of a proposer (Güth & Tietz,
1990) or performed better in a quiz (Hoffman et al., 1994).
Our results suggest that random pre-selection may be enough
for people to feel entitled to be selfish. This is consistent with
the finding of Cui and Mallucci (2016) that the structure of
the game may create entitlement (first-mover advantage in a
sequential game). However, in our game players do not make
sequential decisions and have a 50–50 chance to decide the
split in each round under both experimental procedures.

We recognize the following limitations of our study.
Although the use of students in laboratory experiments is
common, the generalizability of our findings limits to the
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extent that student behavior is representative of managers’
behavior in this particular context. At the same time, while
controlled laboratory experiments provide high internal valid-
ity, they abstract from many real-life features that could influ-
ence behavior in practice. In this study, in particular, in order
to estimate retailers’ fairness perceptions and get a precise
measurement of a hard-to-measure construct, the design of
the experiment reduced mundane realism by asking retailers
themselves to propose an inventory split. To strengthen the
validity of our findings, we conduct a follow-up experiment
where retailers are asked to evaluate the fairness of alloca-
tions determined exogenously. At the same time, our study
provides several interesting opportunities for further research.
One fruitful direction is to estimate the impact of perceived
fairness regarding inventory allocation on retailers’ decisions
to continue or terminate a business relationship. Another step
would be to explore additional factors that may affect what a
fair inventory split is, by allowing retailers to influence total
available inventory, either by investing (at a cost) in the com-
mon pool of inventory or by sharing their demand forecasts.
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